
Order of Adjectives

Name: Date: __/__/20__

A door had opened from lower down the deck, and a _________________
procession was coming towards them.
1.

(little/curious)
curious little

Are not all such agreed in things essential, animated with the same hopes,
acknowledging the same rule of faith, and all comprehended in the
______________ mercy which was shown us on this day?

2.

(divine/same)same divine

For this was a noted fishing ground, and here they would live, in
________________ huts, till autumn and bad weather came round again.
3.

(wooden/little)
little wooden

They all are painted there by reflection from our faces, but because all of
them are painted on each spot, and each on the same surface, and
_____________ objects at the same time, no one is seen as a picture.

4.

(many/other)
many other

Then his _____________ bulk sways to one side; he rolls over on the
sand, and dies with a scarcely perceptible struggle.
5.

(vast/whole)
whole vast

_____________ Bosinney said I had a sense of beauty.6. (young/poor)Poor young

It's _____________ thousands now.7. (worth/many)worth many

Few words are mine but I have whispered them and sung them and
shouted them to men of all tribes from the time when the _____________
wanderer strayed into my awful presence.

8.

(wild/first)
first wild

As we know, ever since that passionate submission of the wife which had
thrown her morally at her husband's feet, there had lingered at the bottom of
her heart one _______________ hope.

9.

(supreme/last)last supreme

He asked Hal __________________ questions, and the answers must
have pleased him, for he invited Hal to sit down.
10.

(several/curious)
several curious

The world is wide, and has __________________ people in it.11.
(marvellous/many)

many marvellous
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The fire of the ________________ army was now directed against these
two devoted brigades.
12.

(British/whole)
whole British

Suicide, I suspect, is very often the outcome of ______________
weariness-not an act of savage energy but the final symptom of complete
collapse.

13.

(mental/mere)

mere mental

I owed him much along _________________ lines.14. (many/different)many different

The _____________ curse will be fulfilled.15. (Indian/old)old Indian

And now I have to introduce a new character that never said a word nor
wagged a finger, and yet shaped my ___________________ career.
16.

(subsequent/whole)
whole subsequent

Had those misguided men believed that this opposition was to be
confined within their _____________ limits, they could not have been so mad,
or so weak as to have engaged in it.

17.

(narrow/own)
own narrow

A ______________ wig was loosened from his head.18. (rusty/black)rusty black

Katherine stroked the ______________ hair back from his forehead.19.
(short/curly)

short curly

But it is often accompanied by a misconception, namely, that it is
necessary for woman to be like man, not only in habits, but in
___________________ characteristics.

20.

(physical/certain)certain physical
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